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 Since the first systematic achievement of atomic resolution in 1995[1], frequency modulation dynamic 

force microscopy (FM-DFM) has become a reliable technique for imaging surfaces with atomic resolution. The shift of 

resonance frequency of the cantilever, caused by the tip-sample interaction, is used for controlling the tip-sample 

distance. However, the interpretations of such images are, in principle, complicated because the short- and long-range 

interactions coexist. Therefore, a site-dependent frequency vs. distance measurement, the so-called dynamic force 

spectroscopy (DFS), is mandatory to understand the tip-sample interactions. DFS was first demonstrated at drift-free 

low temperature [2], and recently even at room temperature while compensating the thermal-drift [3]. This drift 

compensation technique is successfully applied for three-dimensional DFS measurements [4]. 

 In the case that the oscillation amplitude is larger than the width of hysteresis loop, the force extraction via 

the frequency shift is independent to the magnitude of the oscillation amplitude. [5] However, more correctly, the force 

should be called “dynamic force” because several metastable force distance curves upon approach and retract exist in 

one cantilever oscillation cycle, and the probabilities of jumps among the states are, in principle, immeasurable. 

Therefore, setting an ultra-small amplitude of less than 100 pm, which can be realized by using a tuning fork sensor [6] 

and a second flexural mode of a Si cantilever [7], is very important. Since the front-most atom in the tip always stays in  
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short-range force regime, a thermal-equilibrium atomic-

contact can be established, but infrequent jumps of the 

tip condition make an imaging condition unstable. [8] 

In order to overcome this instability, bimodal DFM with 

first (large amplitude) and second (ultra-small 

amplitude) flexural resonance modes was 

demonstrated, and a higher imaging contrast were 

achieved in the second flexural frequency shift map, 

compared to that obtained by conventional DFM with a 

large oscillation amplitude. [9] The highest sensitivity to 

the short-range interaction can be achieved by the 

detection of the lateral force with the torsional 

resonance mode [10] because only the site-dependent 

force (mainly short-range force) gives rise to the lateral 

force. [11] This two-vector force detection was 

incorporated into the three-dimensional force mapping 

(Figure). 
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